Alpha Kappa Psi

Alpha Kappa Psi, Bobson's oldest and only professional business fraternity, provided social, entrepreneurial, and political leadership on the campus throughout the year. Socially, AK sponsored several Knight Auditorium parties featuring such quality bands as Down Avenue and Adventure Set.

The fraternity continued to provide the campus with much-needed services through its five businesses (the coat check, concession stand, telephone directory, study baskets, and linen service). Politically, AK swept the Student Government elections as three of its brothers, Steve Malloy, Sean Culbert, and Tim Burns, were elected to the positions of Executive VP, VP Social, and VP Licensing, respectively.

Speaking of sweeps, AK finished off the year by defeating the 3 other fraternities in the first annual TKE softball tournament. Congratulations and good luck to all graduating seniors.
Tau Kappa Epsilon

Even after a controversial first semester, the year as a whole was a great success. T.K.E. regained its dominance in sports starting with football by going undefeated and outscoring our opponents by more than 5 to 1. The winning tradition carried over into floor hockey and into basketball where T.K.E. yielded its only defeat of the year. T.K.E.'s year in the Babson Community was a great success as well. The fraternity richly added to the campus social life while individual brothers became even more involved in making Babson a better place to go to college. Just as the T.K.E. Room got an end of the year facelift, so will the brotherhood with this year's large graduating senior class. We wish them the best of luck next year and thank them all for making Tau Kappa Epsilon what it is today.
Kappa Kappa Gamma

During the academic year 1985-86, the sorority of Kappa Kappa Gamma has been involved in many activities. In the fall of 1985, we held a night at the Metro, a night at the Pub with Jim Flunkett, and a winter formal at the Hyatt. We also established a scholarship fund in the memory of our deceased sister Heather Maloy.

This year, Kappa Sisters were also very involved in athletics, as well as residential life, student advisory committee and many other campus organizations. This spring, we have 13 new pledges, and 8 new sisters from the fall pledge class. We sponsored another night at the Metro, the same night Prince was in town, and we will also have a Harbor Cruise with Casper the D.J., and a spring semi-formal. In the fall of 1986, we hope to get our tower back and hold many more activities open to the campus.
Sigma Kappa

Sigma Kappa has undergone a tremendous amount of change in the 1985-86 school year. The sisters of Zeta Zeta Chapter have grown closer together yet maintain their uniqueness and individuality. They are involved in a variety of activities on campus ranging from varsity athletics, W.O.W., Mergers and Acquisitions, to Cardinal Key Honor Society.

The sisters have also sponsored a number of social activities on campus including a Parents' Weekend, wine and cheese, various Pub Nights, and an assortment of cocktail parties. The biggest and best of the year came at the end with a party in Knight Auditorium co-sponsored with Alpha Kappa Psi featuring the bands Down Avenue and Ball and Pivot. There were also a few surprises which popped up within the semester including some interesting films and pledge events.
The Eta Delta Chapter of Theta Chi National Fraternity continued to be a positive force during the 1985-86 Academic year. Theta Chi's influence was illustrated by the scheduling of exciting social events, by service to the community, and by outstanding academic performance.

Few will forget the "Save the Lady" party as the fraternity raised over $1400 for Lady Liberty. Another huge Knight Auditorium crowd enjoyed the Al Halliday concert. The brotherhood of forty men coordinated several other parties in the Theta Chi room or in the Foc'sle.

Service to the college has always been important to Theta Chi. The brotherhood helped increase awareness of the dangers of drinking and driving by sponsoring a "Breathalyzer" demonstration. Many of the brothers are involved in other campus activities as presidents of student organizations, residence hall staff members, student advisors, and class officers.

Eta Delta Chapter also received the Excellence in Scholarship Award from National Fraternity President George Kilovas. This award signifies outstanding scholastic results in comparison to the all-male average for the college.

Theta Chi continues to be proud of the Daughters of the Crossed Swords (Little Sisters). These women are special friends of the brotherhood and are helpful in many ways.

It is clear that Theta Chi Fraternity is a positive entity at Babson College. As we continue to attract quality men to the fraternity, this trend will continue.
Zeta Beta Tau

The 1985-86 academic year was a busy one for the Delta Omega chapter of Zeta Beta Tau. Along with the obligatory parties and “campus activities”, the fraternity enjoyed growth in its brotherhood and Little Sister program. Z.B.T. also stirred up the campus with its controversial housing proposal to move their residence to Forest Annex II. Nonetheless, the brothers continued to operate its successful Z.B.T. Pizza business and sponsor numerous campus events. These events included bringing popular Dave Binder to Babson, Pub Nights, alumni phonathons, and other clandestine maneuvers. The Brotherhood of Zeta Beta Tau wish all the seniors the best of luck and remind the undergraduates to drive safely.